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Abstract
It has been acutely argued for decades about the exact influences of video games on players. The researchers are also unable to

come to an agreement on the effects of video games on cognitive control. Some researchers found that the video games were harmful

to sustained attention, working memory and cognitive flexibility. While some other researchers claimed that video game experience
has a beneficial effect on visuospatial cognition, executive control functions and cognitive improvement. In order to find out the

hidden factors that cause the inconsistent results in this field, present research made a strict control on the game genre, measure
of cognitive control and players’ subjective immersion in video games, with the hope to investigate the influence of video games on
cognitive control in a more subtle way.

Forty five participants were randomly assigned into three groups in this research. One of them was control group; they were re-

quired to use the internet to search for information related to certain subject. Another was no-music game group; they were required
to play a strategy game (Red star 2) without the earphone. The last was music game group; they played the same game but with

earphone to enjoy the background music. All the conditions lasted for 20min. Before the formal experiment, all participants should
finish an N-back task and the performances were used as covariable in final analyses. After the experiment, they should complete a
color Stroop task and the results were the index of cognitive control ability. The results showed that the no-music video game can

significantly improve players’ reactive control. The music video game had a significant benefit on the proactive control compared to
the control group and no-music video game group. Present research indicated that when the strategy video game was played without

background music, it just improved the reactive cognitive control like other kind of video games did. The background music made
strategy video game more strategically, which significantly increased the proactive cognitive control ability.
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Introduction
According to The twenty-ninth statistical report on Internet development in China issued by CNNIC, by the end of 2011, the number of

online video game players in China had reached 324 billion (304 billion in 2010) with a growing rate at 6.6%. Population-based samples

indicate that average gaming time ranges from 7 to 13 h per week in children and adolescents. Playing video games has become the most

popular form of entertainment for children and adolescents [1]. The popularity of video games brings to light the need for research into
the possible effects of playing video games.

Much of the research on video games so far has mainly focused on their negative effects, such as the addiction [2-4] and aggression [5-

7] caused by games violence. There are now many studies looking at what is called pathological gaming or video game “addiction”. Many
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researchers defined pathologic use of video games just as pathological gambling, focusing on damage to family, school, occupation, and
psychological functioning [8]. Other a large number of researchers concentrated their attention on the influence of violent video games
on the aggressive behavior [6,7]. Findings of experimental, correlational, and longitudinal studies claimed that video game violence can

significantly increase aggressive thoughts, emotions, and behavior over both the short term and the long term [9,10]. In addition, a signifi-

cant body of literature also indicated that playing violent video games can exacerbate attention problems [11], produce desensitization to
violence and decreases in empathy [12] and helping, and decrease school performance [9].

In Recent years, scientists are increasingly beginning to examine the potential to use this immensely popular media for positive pur-

poses [13]. Some research showed that video game can improve a wide range of visual and spatial skills [14] and can be highly effective

teachers [15]. Moreover, prosocial video games have been proved that it can promote related prosocial behaviors [16]. There is a tendency
to claim that the negative effects of video games have been exaggerated in the past, and it is a good time to examine whether video games
may be put to some good use [13].

Among them, the relationship between cognitive control and video game playing gains a lot of attention. Kronenberger., et al. [17]

found a negative correlation between playing video games and performance on the color-word Stroop task for both adolescents with
behavior disorders and controls. Matthews., et al. [18] found that individuals with higher media violence exposure showed less activation

in the anterior cingulate cortex and inferior frontal gyrus, which may indicate a failure to recruit cognitive control networks during performance of the Stroop task. In addition, Swing [19] reported a positive correlation between video game experience and a composite index

of symptoms related to attention deficits and hyperactivity. This kind of phenomenon revealed a unique effect of video game experience
on self-reported levels of attentional impairments.

But on the contrary, immense amounts of concrete research got an opposite result. Green and Bavelier [20] found that video game

players exhibited superior visual performance on a variety of attention-demanding tasks, including spatial target localization, rapid target

identification, and multi-object tracking. Video game players may have greater control over task switching as well as better temporal at-

tentional processing [21]. Castel., et al. [22] suggested that video game players may have a benefit in higher-level executive control ability,

allowing for more efficient control and allocation of selective attention. What’s more, Bailey [23] found that violent gamers appeared to

have a greater span of apprehension and visual short-term memory capacity compared to non-gamers and nonviolent gamers, and this
improvement can be observed with as little as 10-hour of video game training [24,25].

Several factors may account for these inconsistent results in this field. At first, the measure of cognitive control ability has not been

unified. Some researchers believe that the cognitive control can be divided into several minor elements and measured separately. So
many researchers have tried to study the cognitive control ability on the basis of its each component, such as attention allocation and

switch ability [21,26-29], executive functions [22,30], visuospatial processing [26,31], cognitive flexibility [32], and decision-making [33].
However, some other researchers conducted their research about the influence of video games on cognitive control ability based on the

proactive or reactive modes of cognitive control from the Dual Mechanisms of Cognitive Control Theory [23,34,35]. The diverse focus to
the cognitive control ability would concededly lead to divergent results.

The second reason is that the video games used in researches are diverse in genres.

Caldwells [36] once claimed that a crucial problem in the study of video games is that they cannot be regarded as a consistent medium.

Taken as a whole, the field of video games can hardly be considered as uniform or consistent [37]. In view of this kind of situation, different researchers deployed different types of video games when examining their influence on the cognitive control ability. They include
violent video games [21], action video games [27,29,38], strategy video games [23,30] and first-person shooter games [20,26,32]. Different genres of games, even different subgenres of games, deployed diverse abilities [36]. It is no doubt that they got different even opposite
results from experiment.
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Another neglected factor that could cause the distinct results may be the players’ immersive state in video games. Immersion is one

aspect of the experience of playing video games and is widely held to be important to the overall success of a game [39] and it reflects an

illusion of non-mediation between the player and the gaming environment, so that the player feels directly obsessed in the virtual sur-

roundings and the story happening there [40]. Immersion is confessedly viewed as part of game experience that is vital in understanding
the relationship between players and the game experience. Different immersive states in video games directly had different effects on
the influence of video games content on the players [41]. However, previous researchers seldom considered this important uncertainty
in their experiments. So it is necessary to see whether players will behave differently when they are involved in different attractive video
games.

Present Study
In order to find out the hidden reasons that caused the inconsistent results when exploring the effects of video games on cognitive

control ability, we conducted a research on the basis of the three possible confusion variables mentioned above.

In present research, three groups of participants were randomly chosen. Before the gameplay, all of them should finish an N-back

task. Then one group was treated as control group and asked to search information related to air traffic controllers through internet on

the computers for 20 min. Another group was asked to play a kind of strategy video game (Red Alert 2) but without headphones for 20
min. The last group did just the same as the above group except with headphones during gameplay to enjoy the game background music.

After finishing this procedure, they were asked to finish a classic color-Stroop task. The performance in Stroop task was just the index of
cognitive control ability.

The control group was used with the purpose to make the results more convincing. The participants in control group worked on a com-

puter, but not playing any computer game, thus not enabling as many cognitive processes as those in the experimental conditions. This
procedure also allowed for any conclusions to be drawn from this experiment to be attributed to the condition not by practice effects [23].
The strategy video game was employed in present study because it would exert a special effect on the cognitive control ability. Most

studies on the perceptual effects of video games in recent years have utilized a particular genre, that of the fast-action first-person shooter
(FPS). However, it is misleading to base conclusions about video games in general on a single genre. These results underline the impor-

tance of studying the cognitive and perceptual consequences of video games in terms of the types of skills demanded from the particular
video game [42]. Just as discussed above, different video games genre would have a different influence on the cognitive control ability

[21,26,27]. First-person video games may specifically increase individuals’ ability to deploy selective attention, but not their ability to
resist proactive interference from prior situations. Experience and training in demanding high-interference video games might result in
a different set of abilities than in action video games [21]. For example, some research showed that visuospatial processing appears to be
mainly influenced by first-person shooter games [31], while strategy games may improve cognitive control ability [23].

Compared to other kind of video games, the strategy video game has its own features. It is different from other genres of video games

that emphasize the ongoing play of contextualization [37]. The strategy video game requires the constant attention and performance of
the player, and that require a more distant approach characterized by intervention [21]. The player has to manipulate the simulation as it

progresses through time in order to get the result with the most utility. So this may involve long periods of surveillance, where the player
makes no direct interventions [37]. That is to say, the players in strategy video games even cannot lower their vigilance for a moment until

they finished the whole game. So they has to constantly perform kinaesthetic actions, manipulate the controller, following the visual cues

supplied by the screen [37]. This highly and persistently concentrated mind state will inevitable exert a much more significant influence
on cognitive control ability, especially on proactive control ability [30,34].

The Stroop task was used in this study as a measure of the proactive and reactive cognitive control ability based on the Dual Mecha-

nisms of Cognitive Control Theory [30]. This theory holds that individuals can engage in either proactive or reactive modes of cognitive
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control depending on environmental demands and individual differences [43]. Proactive control relies upon the anticipation and pre-

vention of interference before it occurs, whereas reactive control relies upon the detection and resolution of interference after its onset
[44]. Because strategy video game is characterized as a constant engagement with overwhelming amounts of information and it creates
a constant cascade of cognitive shocks that require immediate responses [37]. So it is justified to assume that strategy video game would
generate a more significant effect on the proactive cognitive control than reactive control.

Anecdotal evidences [34,45] suggest that the classic color-Stroop task is a sensitive and valid way to separately measure the proactive

and reactive control ability. It taps a specific cognitive control ability, inhibition: ignoring task-irrelevant information in order to respond
on the basis of task-relevant information [46]. In the Stroop task results, the conflict adaptation effect serves as an index of proactive con-

trol [47]. This effect represents the difference in response time for an incongruent trial when that trial is preceded by a congruent trial or
an incongruent trial (i.e., substracting response time for incongruent-incongruent trials from response time for congruent-incongruent

trials). Reactive control is measured by the Stroop interference effect [43]. It represents a slower response time for incongruent trials
relative to congruent trials (i.e., substracting response time for incongruent trials from response time for congruent trials).

At last, the two experiment groups (one with earphone, the other not) were used in this research mainly for investigating the role of

players’ subjective immersion in the influence of strategy video game on cognitive control. Immersion is one aspect of the experience of
playing video games and is widely held to be critical to the overall success of a video game [39]. It is likely that most regular video game
players have experienced some degree of immersion [48]. Immersion could increase or decrease the carryover effects of game content

into real-world outcomes as a function of need satisfaction, and also can serve as a key moderating variable that amplifies the effects of
virtual content on actual goals and decision making [49].

Background music plays a significant role in the immersive quality of a video game [50]. It may give players the impression of a realistic

space by presenting virtual off-screen sources [51]. Morris [52] claimed that background music in video game was used to provide an

audio complement to action on the screen and to create a sense of a real physical space. All sounds in the video game contribute in some

way to player immersion in the acoustic ecology [53]. By tightly linking game play and music, the player can become much more immersed
in the experience [54]. So in present study, the two experiment groups, which shared same game content but different at whether or not

the background music appeared, were employed with the purpose of testing its influence on the cognitive control through its influence
on players’ subjective immersion.

Method

Participants
45 male college students were recruited through ads on the campus net work. The candidates should meet following requirements:

1. Familiar with Red Alert 2; 2. Right handed; 3. Normal hearing ability. The average age for this sample was 20.78 (SD = 1.63) years. The

average video game play during a weekday was 1.43 (SD = 1.02) hours and the average video game play during the weekend was 2.63 (SD
= 1.79) hours, and the three groups did not have a significant difference at the whole play time at every week, F (2,37) = 1.44, p = 0.25.

Materials

Game experience questionnaire
The participants’ game experience was measured by this scale made by Anderson and Dill [55]. Participants were asked to list their

3 favorite video games and rate how violent and how often they play the game each week. The total score were the index of participants’
game experience and used as covariants in final analysis.
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The game that was used in present study was a classic strategy video game — Red Alert 2, which was designed by West-wood studios

(2000). The purpose of this video game is to build a military base to defend own base from enemy attacks, and destroy the opposing
army’s troops and base. Participants should try to gain more money and spend it on a number of buildings (e.g., barracks, satellite, war
factory), many vehicles (e.g., tanks, fighter planes, helicopters), and troops (e.g., basic infantry, engineers, attack dogs).

Red Alert 2 is a real-time strategy game that combines both the speed of real-time gaming and the complexity of turn-based strategy

games. One of the important aspects of this game is that it allows for multiple ways to achieve victory. In this game, the player has to continually assess available resources, plan and expend those resources, utilize rationally the expanding territories and multiple cities to get
final success.

Another important reason that the Red Alert 2 was employed was that the background music played a crucial role in the whole game.

The realistic and stirring background music accompanied with the dramatic plot would make the players more involved into the game
environment.
N-back task

Participants in this task are shown a list of stimuli (e.g., letters or numbers) one at a time and must judge whether or not each stimulus

matches the one directly before it (1-back condition), or prior to the one before it (2-back condition), or two stimuli before it (3-back
condition). The accuracy in task is a manipulation of cognitive control [23].

In this study, n-back task stimuli consisted of 26 letters (A-Z) randomly presented on a white background. Participants performed a

practice block of 25 trials each for the 1-back and 2-back conditions. In the 1-back condition, participants should judge whether each let-

ter matched the previous letter. In the 2-back condition, they were told to judge whether each letter was the same or different from the
letter before the previous letter. There were two experimental blocks consisting of 20 targets and 30 non-targets for a total of 50 trials in
each block.

Stroop task
A classical color Stroop task was employed in this research. In this paradigm, words stimuli consisted of a random presentation of

three color names (red, green, or yellow) presented in one of these three colors. In the congruent condition, the color in which the word

was presented matched the color name (e.g., the word green displayed in green color). In the incongruent condition, the color of the word

presented did not match the color name (e.g., the word green displayed in red color). The participants in this task were told just to make
judges according to the color of words while ignoring the color name. The test phase consisted of two blocks of 80 trials. In each block
there were 40 congruent and 40 incongruent stimuli.

Procedure

All participants who entered the laboratory were requested to finish a game experience questionnaire. Upon completion, they should

finish the N-back task. Then all participants were randomly assigned to three groups: the control group (n = 15), the without-music game

group (n = 15), and the with-music game group (n = 15). Participants in the control condition used the internet to search for information about air traffic controllers for 20 min. This filler task was used in order to keep the participant’s hand-eye coordination constant.
Participants in the without-music game experimental condition played the Red star 2 for 20 min quietly without the earphone. Participants in the with-music game experimental condition also played Red Alert 2 for 20 min but those only with the earphone can enjoy the

background music accompanied with game content. After 20 min, all participants completed the color-Stroop task, and then thanked and
fully debriefed.
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Results
Game experience

A one-way ANOVA was conducted to examine whether the participants’ game experience was significantly different from each other

among the three groups. Results showed that the participants’ game experience was not significantly different from each group, F (2,42)
= 1.44, p = 0.25 > 0.05. That meant the game experience was not a significant contributor to the final results in present research.
Reactive control

Response time was slower for incongruent trials, M = 731.06 ms (SD = 73.99), than congruent trials, M = 638.67 ms (SD = 80.81),

revealing a significant interference effect, t (44) = 66.28, p < 0.001. Then a MANCOVA was conducted with the difference in response time
between incongruent trials and congruent trials (i.e., substracting response time for incongruent trials from response time for congruent
trials) in Stroop task as the dependent variable, the group as the independent variable, response time in N-back task as covariate. Results
showed a significant main effect for group, F (2, 42) = 3.69, P < 0.05. A follow-up analyses was conducted and the results showed that

there was just a significant difference between the control group and the no-music game group, P = 0.032, M (control) = 54.93 ms, M (no

music) = 114.29 ms. No other significant difference was found. That was to say, the no-music strategy video game significantly improved
the players’ reactive cognitive control ability compared to control group (Table 1).
Item

Control group

Without-music group
With-music group

Incongruent trials (ms)

Congruent trials (ms)

M

SD

M

746.10

71.22

681.17

763.02

684.06

54.45

73.94

SD

626.86

607.99

106.93
47.40
61.23

Table 1: Means and standard deviations of response time in Stroop task.

Proactive control
To examine the influence of experiment conditions on proactive control, a MANCOVA was conducted with the conflict adaptation effect

(i.e., substracting response time for incongruent – incongruent trials from congruent – incongruent trials with non-repetitions) used as

the dependent variable. The experimental condition and the N-back scores were separately used as independent variable and covariate.
Results showed a significant main effect for group, F (2, 42) = 4.87, P < 0.05. A further examination demonstrated that there were sig-

nificant differences between the music game group and the no-music game group, P = 0.02, and between music game group and control
group, P = 0.04, M (control) = 153.50 ms, M (no music) = 165.94 ms, M (music) = 31.08 ms. That was to say, the strategy video game with
background music significantly improved the players’ proactive cognitive control ability (Table 2).
Incongruent-incongruent
trials (ms)

Item

Control group

Without-music group
With-music group

M

669.35
680.06

668.52

SD

80.32
68.78
78.80

Congruent-incongruent
trials (ms)
M

822.85
845.99
699.60

77.35
92.51

SD

144.10

Table 2: Means and standard deviations of response time of incongruent trials in Stroop task.
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In order to find out the hidden factors that cause the arguments about the influence of video games on cognitive control, this research

made some subtle controls on the possible factors that could exert effects on the final results. In present research, we insisted that those
vibrant “factors” were included three aspects: distinct at the measure of cognitive control, diverse in game genres and different players’
subject immersive state during gameplay.

In the aspect of measure of cognitive control, based on the Dual Mechanisms of Cognitive Control Theory [30], this study employed

a classic color-Stroop task to test separately the influence of video game on the proactive and reactive cognitive control. The video game

used in this research was Red Alert 2, a classic kind of strategy video game. Because some research has demonstrated that different video

game genres would exert different effect on the cognitive control [21,26,27], and the strategy video game, due to its specific characters,
may have peculiar effects on the proactive and reactive cognitive control [21,37]. A large amount of previous research showed that the

background music plays a significant role in the immersive quality of a video game [50,51]. So in present study, one group was employed

to hear the background music and the other group not, in order to detect the role of subjective immersion in the influence of video games
on the cognitive control.

The results showed that the no-music strategy video game can significantly improve the players’ reactive cognitive control compared

to the control group. Besides, the strategy video game with background music can significantly improve the players’ proactive cognitive
control ability compared to both the control group and the video game group without background music.

On one hand, the results indicated that the strategy video games without background music just exerted same effects as other kind of

video games: a significant improvement at reactive cognitive control. Theoretically, owning to its characteristic, the strategy video game

should significantly improve the proactive cognitive control [30,34]. But when the video game was played without background music,

which made the video games much less fascinating and attractive, the players in this kind of situation would become less immersive into
the game environment and plot. As a result, they are not likely to make a thorough plan for fear of the enemy’s unexpected attack. On

the contrary, they preferred counterattack after enemy appeared within visible area, which was almost the same as other kind of video
games (such as Action game, Role-playing game). These kinds of video games required players to make responses as soon as possible to
stimuli appeared on the screen [56]. They also reinforced players to quickly modify their behavior when conflict was experienced (i. e., an

enemy was encountered). This attribute of these kind of video games leaded to the suggestion that high gamers were less likely to employ
proactive control and more likely to employ reactive control [34]. For example, Bailey [23] found that violent video games encouraged

and enhanced the use of reactive control, so the players may employ reactive control more efficiently than the non-gamers. The result of
present research showed that strategy video games if played without background music just had a similar impact on cognitive control as
other kind of video games that had been widely discussed in other numerous studies [21,27].

On the other hand, the result of this research also demonstrated that the background music made the strategy video game like a real

“strategy” video game. The background music plays a significant role in the immersive quality of a video game [50]. And it is often used in

video game to provide an audio complement to action on the screen and to create a sense of a real physical space [52]. The player can be-

come much more immersed in the experience when the video game be linked with related background music [54]. In present study, when

the strategy video game was played with its own background music, the players became much more immersive into the game content. So
at the beginning of the game, the players would make a comprehensive plan for the whole round. Due to the special features of strategy
video game, the players tended to manipulate the operation as it progresses through time in order to get the result with the most utility

and can not lower their vigilance for a moment until they finished the whole game. This highly and persistently concentrated mind state
will inevitable exert a much more significant influence on cognitive control ability, especially on proactive control ability [30,34].
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However, there was a point that cannot be ignored was that all the improvements caused by the video game were its short term effect.

This was an important factor that can explain why it got a different result compared to other similar research. The video games would ex-

ert different effects on cognitive ability through short term and long term training [57]. Bailey, West and Anderson [34] found that the high

levels of video game consumption may be associated with a reduction at proactive cognitive control. In this study, the participants were
divided into two groups (high gamers and low gamers) according to their video game experience in daily life. So it was focused on the long

term effect of video game. In present research, a Stroop task was offered to participants after they played game for 20 min (control group

surfed internet for 20 min) and the results were used as the index of cognitive control ability. So the changes in cognitive control ability of
players were the short effects of strategy video game. In this respect, it is possible that game benefits might reflect shifts in strategy rather
than changes in more basic cognitive or perceptual capacities. Nelson and Strachan [42] found that short-term game exposure did appear
to produce strategy changes [10]. But some researchers claimed that they offered solid evidences that the video game had an increase in

cognitive performance both in short term and long term [35,57]. This is an important question that should be made clearly in the future.
But overall, in present research the strategy video game did improve players’ certain kind of cognitive control, at least in short term.
Limitations and future works

Like all studies, there are still weaknesses of this study that need to be addressed. First of all, the measurement of cognitive control

may be a little simple. Though the color-Stroop paradigm has been proved to be a classic way to investigate the cognitive control ability,

it is still necessary to employ some other more advanced and objective measures (such as ERP or fMRI) to get a more convincing result in
the following studies. In addition, because present study aimed to investigate the short term effect of video games, all the participants just

played the game for 20 min. Maybe this duration is not long enough for a significant improvement of cognitive control. So, it is interest-

ing to conduct a longer game time research to see whether it would exert different influences on cognitive control. Besides these, future

researchers also can continue this study to discuss the effect of strategy video games on cognitive control from multiple angles based on
different theories.
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